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“ The answer lies in

experiments and consistency ”
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INTRODUCTION

Hi, great to see you here. You will be someone who would be deeply

interested in marketing just like me.

I’ll give you a very quick intro about me.

I am Jaison Thomas and I co-run a digital

marketing agency called Blusteak media which

has worked with 90+ clients across 11 countries.

Also, we are a team of 40+ marketers.

And since I make a living out of marketing, I

cannot afford to turn off my marketing brain.

That's exactly how this ebook came to be.

I documented almost the best things I learned about marketing and business

in my weekly newsletter. In some of those emails, I had focused on specific

examples of how some new-age brands (could be big or small) are creatively

taking advantage of the online space to get users and to be in the center of

attraction.

I have picked the top 10 examples out of my emails and made them into an

ebook. Hope you enjoy it.
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1

Foot in the door technique: How it works

(with an example)

A small push can start a great journey

My brother ordered slay coffee some days ago and it got delivered today.

He opened up the package and noticed that apart from the variant he ordered,

there was this very small sachet packet of some other variant of the same

brand called “Slay Now“

What a great way to make people test out their new (I’m guessing it’s new)

product.

The sachet packet might cost them under Rs.10 for sure (pretty sure it will go

lower than that)

But for that less a price, they made someone taste their new product. Not just

some “one” - we are 4 people in the house including my brother. Technically

they gave us all a sip for Rs.10 (Also the shipping is free since it comes with the

placed order)

Even if you run an ad for Rs.500 on Facebook I don’t think you’ll be able to

achieve that.

They got all of our “Foots in the door“

This means they gave us a very small incentive/ask and we have put our foot in

the door. Chances are we might order that variant next time.

Are you using the “foot in the door“ technique?

Are you giving a free slice of the new cake that you are experimenting with to

those who are ordering your most popular cake?
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2

How this startup is making influencers talk

about them for free

A good example of how to double down on network effect

I love it when a product does a pretty good pre-launch campaign.

And when you are just launching, you need to build some demand.

If you allow everyone to sign up and use the product, then who cares? it’s just

another product.

The art is in making people feel special.

To make people feel special, you need to give them special access. Something

that they can brag about with their peers.

That is what clubhouse did at the beginning, and that’s exactly what this

fintech startup called leadoff is doing.

Leadoff enables anyone to invest in Indian private growth companies.

When I heard about

the concept, I

straightaway went to

their website.

I had to apply to get

“reserve access“

I clicked on it and got

my application done.
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And now comes the innovative part. After applying, if I want to increase my

chance of getting the slot, I have to tweet about leadoff.

Guess what, I did tweet about it. So did many, including people with

thousands of followers.

Imagine if the product marketing team just decided to be boring and decided

to give access to everyone by opening up the signing up process?

● It wouldn’t have given a special feeling to those who got selected.

● They would have lost all the free promotions they are getting

all-around twitter.

● Most importantly they wouldn’t be able to test out their product with

the most loyal initial bunch of users/early adopters.

https://cdn.substack.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fbucketeer-e05bbc84-baa3-437e-9518-adb32be77984.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2F7e70e8df-06a4-4cab-91f0-d7a87f3df238_760x406.png
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3

The most "Sweet" growth hack I have seen

This app surprised me with a beautiful gesture

I was in search of a minimalistic to-do list app. Tried a lot of web apps but

most of them had too much to offer - which, being a minimalist, I kinda don’t

like.

Finally, I stumbled upon TeuxDeux, the perfect to-do list app for me - a

no-nonsense but simple weekly/daily to-do list tracker.

I used it for a month and then my free trial ended. The next day while I was in

the middle of some intense work, I needed to use the list asap.

But when I logged in, it struck me that my free trial is over and now maybe I

have to break my flow to get my card and renew the subscription.

What I saw after that was

soothing. Check the

below-attached screenshot.

In it, you can see that they‘ve

told me that if I don’t want to

renew now, it’s cool, I can do it

after a couple of weeks and I can

use it during that period too!

I believe it’s a growth hack that

defies what growth hacks are

considered to be nowadays.

It’s user-first

It’s human

It’s share-worthy

https://cdn.substack.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fbucketeer-e05bbc84-baa3-437e-9518-adb32be77984.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2Fedbb8fdf-51d9-497c-86cc-e96b2a4693c4_542x782.png
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4

Not all growth hacks are "flashy"

(Example story)

The best growth hacks are those which are subtle

and consistent

This is another story about how we re-converted a lead that we lost which is

worth 6 figures monthly.

You can say we did a “growth hack“. It goes like this:

So every week we have a list called “Pipeline“. We enter the names of the

qualified and interested leads that we get for our agency there.

And until we get a clear no or we find that it’s not a right fit for us, it stays

there.

So a couple of months ago a fashion brand came to us looking for digital

marketing support. We gave them our proposal and waited. (Hence they were

in our “pipeline list“.

But after one week, we understood that they decided to go ahead with another

agency and we enquired with them and got it confirmed.

Then we have to remove them from our “Pipeline“ list.

But from the pipeline list, it goes into another list called the “Potential Clients“

list. All those brands which enter into the pipeline and don’t convert go into

that list.

What’s the purpose of that list?

It’s for something called ABM or account-based marketing. (Which is a

goldmine practice in B2B marketing)
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Keeping it simple, it’s just the process of getting/keeping in touch with that

particular decision-maker of your potential customer.

That’s exactly what we do. Every month, we prepare two case studies and send

them to all the contact points of the brands that are on the potential clients’

list. That way they will not forget us and always gets a reminder about our

good work.

As usual, we send our recent case study to the fashion client we lost a couple of

months ago.

Some days after, he pinged us saying “Hey we want to work with you now, let's

talk“

A couple of weeks after, we signed up with them now.

These are the real growth hacks that are underrated since it’s not flashy.
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5

How a slight change in copy could be a

game-changer! (Example)

This made me think

This is the Youtube Premium Pop up that always comes, I remember skipping

it as soon as I see it.

I think earlier it had two buttons which said: "No, thanks" and "Go Ad-Free"

Today, there was a slight change. Instead of the "No, thanks" the button had

"Keep Ads" text.

For some reason, I could not simply click on the "Keep Ads" button, cause why

on earth does anyone want to click on something that prompted Youtube to

continue showing ads.

I had posted the above content on my LinkedIn and I got a pretty good

response, hence went on to find more of these examples.
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Here’s a brilliant copy I found from the footer page of the whole truth foods:

Another one I like is from Microsoft teams (The screen after a call ends)

https://cdn.substack.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fbucketeer-e05bbc84-baa3-437e-9518-adb32be77984.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2Fd5ae7cb0-16d4-4e16-aa51-a4c569caaf28_558x428.png
https://cdn.substack.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fbucketeer-e05bbc84-baa3-437e-9518-adb32be77984.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2F19a61e98-11a9-4ea1-a90b-bfd73628984e_2736x711.png
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6

A Good Example of How to Create Urgency

& Sell More

I was browsing through a D2C brand’s website this weekend. It was a protein

bar brand “The Whole Truth“.

I have been following them for almost 2 years now on Instagram and had

always admired how they communicate their message and I have even

purchased from them.

This time while I was scanning through their website, right after a couple of

minutes of me scrolling through it, a message popped up. (Attaching the

screenshot below)

The hook caught me. They just gave a real-time coupon code “BUTTER“ which

I had to cash in before 15 minutes for it to work.

I have seen a lot of tricks that say “Stock will run out soon“. “Price going to

change soon“ etc.. to which I and most of you have become immune.

https://cdn.substack.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fbucketeer-e05bbc84-baa3-437e-9518-adb32be77984.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2F6856e450-0aa9-458d-8c3a-7d2e67946696_1354x725.png
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This is intended with the same goal but with fresh new tactics to create

urgency, they nearly succeeded with me as I paused for a moment and thought

of buying this.

If this could happen to me who visited the website with near to zero intention

to buy anything, imagine how it will affect the behaviour of a warm audience.

Are you refreshing your tactics?
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Your clients are right in front of you. An

example: Amazon Lead Generation

You just gotta clear up your thinking

You might be very passionate about what you’re selling.

You might be good at it too.

But if you are thinking that the above two factors are just gonna give you

clients, you’re like the old me. I thought that if I’m good at something,

automatically I deserve customers or clients.

Oh boy, I was wrong.

Sales is an art, finding someone who might want your service, pitching it to

them, negotiating, and retaining them for a long time is one hell of a job.

In this article, I’ll just be focusing on the first part - Finding someone who

might need your service

No, don’t go spamming everyone on Linkedin or mass mailing everyone whose

mail ID you can find out. Maybe it might work, like 1 in a 1000 cold mails or

something.

What I’ll suggest is to pause to breathe and think about who and what they

might be doing now.

Are they hiring now? Did they get funded? Are they launching a new product?

If they are hiring or have got funded, you can scrap them out via Linkedin or

any startup PR outlets.
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Coming to the third point - Are they launching something new?

This was a very relevant point for me since I run a digital marketing agency. If

someone is coming up with a new product to sell, they surely require

marketing - and we can surely help them out.

Then I thought, where can I find those people who are launching their

products?

Where else but Amazon!

Now, how am I going to filter out the new ones from the lakhs of products?

Here’s an example search I did. I looked up the keyword “Skincare Routine

Kit” and to filter the newest products, on the top right - I toggled the

drop-down to “Newest Arrivals“

And as you can see, in the results I can see new products for 4 brands. I can

simply Google them or find out their Instagram or Email to pitch to them

https://cdn.substack.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fbucketeer-e05bbc84-baa3-437e-9518-adb32be77984.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2Fb02bcf14-3095-453d-ba66-9fc8ddcb69d2_1145x808.png
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directly about how we can help scale their sales. At least one out of the four is

going to be interested to hear what we have to say.

Now it’s your turn, take a breathe and think about where your ideal customers

are now, what are they doing and how can you reach just them?

If you loved what you read, hit the subscribe button - I sent marketing-related

emails every week.
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8

Best Email Campaign Ever

This brand's Emails should be the new benchmark.

Who opens a brand’s newsletter nowadays?

I’m now careful more than ever to untick that “Send me

newsletter/promotions” check box when I’m signing up for a new SaaS app.

But this one, I often

search for it in my

mail, find it inside

my “promotions“

tab, and goes

through the mail.

I’m talking about

Grammarly’s Emails

Check this.

As you can see, it’s

super-personalized.

And by

personalized, I’m

not talking about

adding your first

name after “Hi“.

https://cdn.substack.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fbucketeer-e05bbc84-baa3-437e-9518-adb32be77984.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2F3fd5d21e-870d-404c-a9a2-41c1c77a9b19_750x1160.jpeg
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That’s simple now with {Hi <First-name>} syntax that’s default with most

mailing platforms.

They are showing me how many words I typed, How productive I am, and

even how accurate my writing was. Adding cherry to the cake, they also show

me where I rank among the entire Grammarly users.

Who wouldn't search for this mail right?

Is there any way you can super personalize emails for your customers?
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9

This is the best way to get your first

1000 users

Doing unscalable things lead to scalable products

Here’s how usually product journey goes:

Someone has an idea -> Creates the app -> Starts running PPC/paid ads to get

in users.

But think about it, when was the last time you saw a new app on your social

media via sponsored ads and you decided to sign up for it?

Yes, you might have done it, I have - but its most probably an image editing

app or maybe a dating app 😅

Here’s how I feel if you are launching an app that is new in concept should

approach it to gain an initial bunch of users.

I’ll club it with an experience I had this week:

This is a screenshot of a message I got on Twitter.

https://cdn.substack.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fbucketeer-e05bbc84-baa3-437e-9518-adb32be77984.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2F2998a37d-b850-45db-a295-0d629c35e739_498x263.png
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It intrigued me, cause he was telling me that he has got a special invite for me

to join his new app (Which was cofounded by Hootsuite founder!)

I signed up the next moment.

And it was not only the end of it. The app was about sharing your startup idea.

I also came up with an idea and wrote it down. The quick idea was “Linkedin

but for side hustlers“ (I know it’s lame)

But right after I published the idea, something else came across. As you can

see, if I want my idea to be shown on the front page of the site, I have to get 2

upvotes.

How will I get 2 upvotes on this new platform? I need to invite my friends and

ask for their help. The “network effect“ is in place.

Whether I invited others or not is another story, but in effect, I signed up for

the platform and they did not spend a dime on it. And in addition to that, I

became an “active user“ too. (Marketers spent 50-100$ to gain active users in

normal PPC campaigns)

How did they do it? A little bit of “unscalable“ work. They went out on Twitter

and created personalised invites.

Do you have any unscalable strategy to gain your first users/customers?

https://cdn.substack.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fbucketeer-e05bbc84-baa3-437e-9518-adb32be77984.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2F0c042f5b-9918-42dd-b788-7dd0d79e733b_637x223.png
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10

Selling the unsellable: Demand Generation

- An Example

Think twice if you think a product is unsellable

What’re the basics of business?

1) You need to have a relatively unique product/service that you can supply

2) You’re product or service should have demand in the market

For eg: You are selling bottled water. You have a process in which you can

generate clean water in bottles and distribute them to the local shops - hence

the market has a supply of clean bottled water. On the other hand, people

know that they have to consume clean water to stay hydrated without getting

infected. People are ready to pay small amounts to access clean water too.

Hence, education about the importance of drinking clean water and the ability

to pay for it drives the demand for clean bottled water in the market. If the

demand driving factors - education and/or basic income is disrupted, no

matter how much supply you have, no one is going to “buy” it.

Alternatively, if the local governing body decides to provide free clean bottled

water via all petrol pumps and other sources, BH will be surplus supply, and

that too for free - which will make it illogical for any business to invest in

capturing the market.

The above example talks about something very fundamental - access to clean

water. As a marketer, it’s an easy job to generate demand for clean water.

But what if you want to sell 4 socks to people who only have two legs

(Humans!!)?
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A company called Dilly Sock wanted to do this. But who is going to buy 4 socks

instead of one pair?

There is no demand for it. No amount of education can increase demand for

the same - cause it’s a “want” and not a “need“.

How do you generate “want“ for a product that is new to the market?

You utilise social media and create demand for it by making it a “trend“.

That’s exactly what Dilly Sock did:

They collaborated with lots of TikTok influencers and ran paid campaigns on

the platform using a campaign named #DillyGallopChallenge.

What’s the challenge about?

People had to put on socks on their legs as well on their arms and needed to

imitate a horse!

For that, they used Dilly sock’s 4 socks pairs:
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It generated 12.5 million views in total on the platform. Which as you guessed,

created a demand for Dilly socks - which eventually got sold out!!

Now, as a marketer are you focusing on creating demand for whatever you are

trying to sell? or are you crossing your fingers and hoping that the market

knows what they want?
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That’s it! ✌

Glad you’ve reached this far. It’s a great feeling to finish something you put

your mind to, no matter how small it is (even if it’s just a very small ebook

like this)

If you loved it and want more of it for free in your inbox, subscribe to my

newsletter here.

And if you want to connect with me and want to read my daily marketing and

business content, you can follow me on Twitter and Linkedin.

Also, I make a weekly video on marketing and business on youtube,

(It’s a very small channel now) you can help out by subscribing here.

If you want to have a one-on-one 45 to  60 mins consultation/conversation,

I’ll be on it - all you have to do is to buy me some coffees here: Buy Me a Coffee

and send the payment screenshot to my Linkedin or to my mail:

jaison.thomas099@gmail.com

https://jaisonthomas.substack.com/
http://itter.com/thejaisonthomas
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jaisonthomas123/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9GfnewGUDbXP4vmoYXddSg
https://www.buymeacoffee.com/JaisonThomas/e/7345
mailto:jaison.thomas099@gmail.com

